The committee met on Wednesday 10 October 2007 at 3 pm. Committee members present: Libby Barlow, Roger Blakeney, Luke Faulkenberry, Partha Krishnamurthy, Barbara Lewis; Iain Morrison, Lorraine Williams, and Marsha Daly (Academic Program Management). Guests: Julie B. Fix (COMM); Philip Howard (HIST); Sue Collins (HON/POLS); Andy Little (HON); Sharon Wen (CHNS).

The Degree Program Committee Members reviewed and approved the following items. With the exceptions detailed below, our review lead to minor changes including corrections of typographical errors and formatting, addition or deletion of information, and editing of catalog language. All changes were approved by the author of each document either in person at our meeting, by telephone conversation, or by email correspondence.

**CBM003**

UC 9336 07F: COMM 2370: Introduction to Motion Pictures  
UC 9337 07F: COMM 3353: Information and Communication Technologies I  
UC 9338 07F: COMM 4374: News Media in Contemporary Society  
UC 9339 07F: COMM 4381: Digital Cinematography and Narrative Storytelling (new course)  
UC 9340 07F: COMM 4353: Information and Communication Technologies II  
UC 9341 07F: HIST 4386: Africa Since 1945-Present  
UC 9343 07F: HIST 3355: British Empire since 1500 (new course)  
UC 9344 07F: HIST 3334: Chicana History (new course)  
UC 9345 07F: HIST 3321: US Foreign Policy 1900-Present (new course)  
UC 9358 07F: HIST 4368: Food, Drink, and Drugs of Latin America (new course)  
UC 9394 07F: ECON 3358: Economic Development of Latin America (new course)  
UC 9395 07F: ECON 4331: Economics of Gender (new course)  
UC 9396 07F: ECON 4335: Economic Growth Theory (new course)  
UC 9291 07F: CHNS 4398: Special Problems in Chinese Studies (new course)  
UC 9317 07F: CHNS 4364: Issues in Chinese Language and Linguistics (new course)  
UC 9374 07F: CHNS 1209: Chinese Calligraphy (new course)  
UC 9375 07F: CHNS 2207: Conversational Chinese I (new course)  
UC 9376 07F: CHNS 2308: Conversational Chinese II (new course)  
UC 9377 07F: CHNS 3396: Selected Topics (new course)  
UC 9378 07F: CHNS 4301: Public Speaking in Chinese (new course)  
UC 9379 07F: CHNS 4302: Integrated Chinese (new course)  
UC 9380 07F: CHNS 4396: Selected Topics (new course)  
UC 9399 07F: CHNS 3360: A Look into Modern China  
UC 9413 07F: PHIL 3382: Medieval Philosophy (new course)  
UC 9414 07F: PSYC 4301: Psychology and the Arts (new course)  
UC 9426 07F: VIST 1300: Introduction to Visual Studies (new course)  
UC 9427 07F: VIST 3398: Selected Topics in Visual Studies (new course)  
UC 9428 07F: VIST 4300: Senior Project in Visual Studies (new course)
REFERRED TO CORE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE:
UC 9391 07F: ECON 2301: Global Economic Concepts
UC 9392 07F: ECON 2304: Microeconomic Principles
UC 9393 07F: ECON 2305: Macroeconomic Principles

TABLED:
UC 9415 07F: PSYC 4302: The Psychology of Humor (new course)

MEMORANDA
UC 9397 07F: Economics Minor requirement change